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A NEW story by W. J. Locke is 
something of an event in the 
fiction-reading world. The eager

ness with which his novels continue to be 
welcomed by a wide circle of readers is 
the more remarkable when we consider 
the amount of his output. If we are not 
mistaken, "The Coming of Amos" rounds 
out a full score of Locke's novels which 
have been reviewed in this department. 
It could hardly be expected that all these 
stories should be even in quality and 
interest, but Mr. Locke does maintain 
with uniform success his story-telling 
facility and originality. The fact that 
readers and critics differ in choice when 
askedi which of the Locke novels is the 
best shows that he can do many things 
well. To some, probably to the majority, 
"The Beloved Vagabond" appeals most 
strongly because of the delightful charm 
of the disreputable but poetical and 
lovable Paragot; others find equal whim
sicality and greater appeal of human 
optimism in "Septimus" and care little 
that Septimus himself is entirely an im
probable person because they are so 
charmed with his fascinating mixture of 
unselfishness and irresponsibility; while 
not a few readers of the more critical 
class deem "The Morals of Marcus 
Ordeyne" (written before "Septimus" • 
but only brought into prominence by the 
remarkable success of that book) to be 
the most delicately wrought of all the 
stories and to be improved rather than 
injured by what may be called its good-
natured cynicism. 

"The Coming of Amos," to be sure, 
cannot be ranked with the books just 
named, nor probably with at least two or 
three of the others; but it holds the 
reader's attention firmly and abounds in 
those sudden surprises and unexpected 
turns that are characteristic of the au
thor. One feels sure that Mr. Locke 
himself thoroughly enjoyed the writing 
of the first part of the story. It has 
urbanity, leisureliness, and allows the 
author through the supposed narrator, a 
middle-aged painter who unjustly calls 
himself an egotist and hedonist, to talk 
with charm and appreciation of things 
that Mr. Locke himself deeply enjoys, 
such as the natural beauty of the Riviera 
and the deepening delight of the true 
painter when he works for his own satis
faction. 

This is the part of the book which 
calls out one's undiluted admiration. 
Not so acceptable to the critic is the 
complication of sensational uicidents in 
the latter part of the book, plot-stuff 
which the author thought himself bound 
to produce in order to please those to 
whom the plot of a story is the whole 
thing. We have a perfectly conventional 
South American villain, a scheme of 
blackmail, a sudden death which was 
partly accident and partly just ven
geance, and a singular criminal situation 
growing out of the sale or pledging of a 
pearl necklace. In other hands such a 
plot might be called cheap and common, 
but Mr. Locke deals with it in twists and 
turns that are all his own. 

The most arresting character in the 
book is naturally the "hulking innocent," 
Amos, who bursts in upon his uncle, the 
elegant painter of women's portraits and 
an intimate of extremely fashionable and 
rather sporty society. This raw youth 
from Australia, with plenty of money, 
brought up by a fiercely puritanical 
mother, and not only unsophisticated. 

but ignorant as to the ordinary manners 
and customs of civilized society, is as 
original in his way as Septimus and 
Paragot were in theirs. The uncle him
self describes the situation in these 
words: 

And the pure, honest, direct sim
plicity of Amos! It was an education 
in life—painful perhaps—^but no edu
cation can possibly be free from the 
fustigatory principle—it was an edu
cation to behold him sweep away social 
sophistries with a wave of his ham-like 
hand and delve to the bedrock of mor
tal values. 

Naturally, Amos falls fiercely and sud
denly in love with the Russian princess 
whose portrait his uncle is painting when 
he first comes upon the scene. The 
situation is tense, underneath the surface, 
because the uncle is himself in love with 
the princess. How the rough diamond 
Amos was developed into a man of per
sistent determination and how the love 
situation untangles itself must not be 
told here. But it is safe to say that, 
however correct the reader may be in his 
guess as to the conclusion, he will be 
astute indeed if he foresees just how it 
is brought about. 
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ANCIBNX FIRES. By I. A. 
Button & Co., New York. 
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Locke . Dodd, M e a d & Co., N e w York. $2. 
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Wylie. E. P. 

An admirably told romantic tale of 
two men and a girl. The men are 
Britons, both natives of an old-fashioned 
English cathedral town, Stoneborough. 
Near by is an ancient castle, apparently 
lost to the Fitzroys. The boy Euan in
herits the title of the long line of knights 
and baronets who were born there. The 
other boy, John Smith, comes from a 
family of charcoal-burners who have 
lived for generations on the estate. Be
yond doubt he is a Fitzroy on the left 
side. He has inherited the beauty, wild 
spirits, and daring of the old race, while 
Euan is custodian of its more sober vir
tues. The strange bciid of affection 
which holds these two, despite their con
trasting natures and their rivalry in love, 
is skillfully brought out. How Lisbeth, 
too, Lisbeth the faithful and the woman
ly, can love them both and at first suc
cumb to the lesser love is made credible 
and tolerable. The action carries us from 
rural England to Quetzelango, a turbu
lent American Republic somewhere south 
of Mexico, where General John Smith is 
a great and picturesque figure. All's 

well in the end, we must feel, for that 
spirited anachronism John Smith, as well 
as for Euan and his predestined Lisbeth. 

ANDOEKA. By Isabelle Sandy. Translated from 
the French by Mathilde Monnier and Florence 
Donnell White, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston. $2. 

This novel has been widely read and 
highly praised abroad. Kipling says he 
has read it more than once. Pierre Mille 
calls it the best novel she has read in a 
year. It has a fresh scene, for one thing, 
a new "localism." Andorra (perhaps the 
reader knows) is a tiny buffer-state in 
the Pyrenees, less than two hundred 
square miles in extent, and with a few 
thousand people. It is under the double 
suzerainty and protection of the Church 
and of France; it has no army, no writ
ten laws. It is a survival of .the Middle 
Ages; its social system is patriarchal. All 
power belongs to the heads of families, 
and property goes down intact, not neces
sarily to the eldest son, but to the ap
pointed heir. In short, here are intensi
fied the typical conditions of peasant 
drama—turning upon the worship of 
land and of family authority. With 
love—the love of child and parent and of 
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man and maid—they may be called the 
basic materials of all drama. 

But the tang or accent is fresh, and 
enables the story-teller to give a new 
force to the ancient tale of greed and 
mother love, passion and pride, cruelty 
and devotion, and stoic endurance. A 
little place, a little people, and in their 
trivial history summed ujj the story of 
all mankind. 
IN THE MIDST OP LIFE. By Ambrose Bierce. 

Albert and Charles Boni, New York. $2. 

Reprint of some of the best of Bierce's 
stories—the Civil War tales and the 
stories of civilian life, mainly super
natural, grotesque, or horrible. The 
work of one of the foremost of American 
writers of short stories. 
NEW CANDIDE (THE). By John Cournos. Boni 

& Liveright, New Tork. $2.50. 

The characters of Voltaire's satire are 
revived, with new names, and sent 
through extravagant and satirical adven
tures in the modem world. 
OBDBAL. A Novel. By Dale Collins. Alfred A. 

Knopt, New Tork. $2.50. 

A good story, suggestive of "The Ad
mirable Crichton," yet vastly different in 
its dramatic tenseness, psychological 
rather than nautical in its main interest, 
although full of the different moods of 
the sea splendidly portrayed. It is addi
tionally remarkable as a first novel. The 
villainous steward, who becomes the 
tyrant of the little group of refined peo
ple on board the derelict when the storm 
and his own mischief have placed them 
at his mercy, and who goes mad with the 
sense of unaccustomed power, is a strik
ing and unusual figure. 
OKNAMENTS IN JADE. By Arthur Machen. 

Alfred A. KnopI, New York. 

Arthur Machen is so much an artist 
that he cannot be anything else. With 
him the form always stands an unchal
lenged first. Then comes the emotional 
mood embodied in and conveyed by that 
form. At the tail trails the thought— 
the intellectual attempt to establish a 
tangible, reliable, guiding line of cause 
and effect. Sometimes this element is so 
vague that a too casual survey of his 
work may even suggest its complete ab
sence. The question whether this limi
tation on his part implies a failure of 
some kind leads us straight back to the 
old dispute between the ethical and the 
sesthetical theories of art as a creative 
factor in life, and that far we cannot go 
here. For the time being, at least, we 
must accept him for what he is, regard
less of all theories, namely, a craftsman 
of almost uncanny skill. As such he ap
pears at all but his very best in the lit
tle group of almost unclassifiable prose 
studies now published under the esoteric 
title of "Ornaments in Jade," a thin vol
ume, handsomely printed and auto-, 
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The Little French Girl 
By ANNE DOUGLAS SEDGWICK 

CA N D I D , fascinating and lovable, Alix, the 
little French girl, is sent to England in 

quest of the suitable marriage that her mother's 
indiscretions have made impossible in France. 
How, even there, the past Hes like an abyss 
across her path, how she is enmeshed in the 
difference of social standards between the two 
countries, and how she finally, triumphantly, ex
tricates herself is told in a novel that is one of 
the outstanding achievements of modern fiction. 

$2.00 at bookstores 

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN GO. 

graphed by the author. In these stories, 
if such they can be called, he shows him
self, as always, a maste;r in the art of 
suggesting facts and feelings so subtle 
that plain words become too crude for 
their expression. Without appearing en
gaged in anything more extraordinary 
than a daylight walk along a crowded 
London street, or an aimless stroll 
through a dreamy wood, he carries us 
headlong into the realm of mystery. He 
cannot, it seems, write of the simplest 
thing without endowing it with a touch 
of what is more than natural—or less. 
And always the mystery of his suggestion 
is twofold in character. There is the 
mystery of the flesh—passion—and the 
mystery of the spirit—ecstasy. One 
iinds it hard to tell which of the two pre
occupies him most, and the truth of it is 
probably that he wishes or is forced to 
attempt a synthesis of both into a single, 
all-embracing mystery, which, if ever 
reached, might furnish us with the final 
key to the riddle of living. Perhaps it is 
not to be wondered that, when engaged 
in this pursuit, he is at times led into 
quests which may strike some readers as 
unwholesome and anything but spiritual. 
To put it more plainly, Machen is as 
much concerned with sex, in all its mani
festations and aberrations, as any one of 
those Freudians for whom he has noth
ing but scorn to spare. But always he 
deals with it discreetly, as with a mys
tery, and always he seems striving to 
reach through the blind and noisome by
ways of passion to the sublime ecstasy of 
those "Holy, White and Shining Mys
teries" which once, in a moment that 

Jbecame determining for all the rest of his 

life, were exhibited to him on a sidewalk 
in Holborn. 

SHORELESS SEA (THE). By MoUie Panter-
Downes. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. $2. 

Why do reviewers love to spoil the 
clever writing infant by telling us that 
she writes like a grown-up? A British 
chorus has gone up over this ingenuous 
tale: "No handicap for age," "Quite 
unnecessary to judge her novel by any 
other standards than those applied to 
writers of more mature years," and so 
on. But the only virtue in the story is its 
ingenuousness. It is exactly the sort of 
thing a nice English girl of sixteen with 
a romantic fancy and an agile pen would 
write. It is silly, dreaming, pathetic six
teen—made articulate. There is noth
ing more touchingly comic in "The 
Young Visiters" than the episode of Guy 
and Deirdre and their blameless month 
together by the sea. Deirdre has always 
loved Guy, but fate has parted them. 
So she marries Terry (a lord), and she is 
awfully fond of Terry, too, but when 
Guy comes back into her life she can't 
resist him, or rather her feeling for him. 
"Let's be happy together for once," she 
cries; "do what we like, love as much as 
we like, and be happy—^happy!" So 
they spend a month rapturously holding 
hands, after which Guy jumps off a cliff, 
and Deirdre, with a single gesture of 
abnegation, drifts easily and forever into 
the complaisant Terry's conjugal em
brace ! 

STOKY OE EROS AND PSCTHE (THE). Retold 
hy Edward Carpenter. G. Allen & Unwin, 
London. $2. 

Mr. Carpenter has translated and 
beautifully retold from Apuleius the fa-
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mous story of Eros and Psyche. Some 
early poems of his own are added-
THEY WHO WALK IN THE WILDS. By Charles 

G. D. Roberts. The Macmillan Company, 
New York. $2.25. 

Nine stories of wild animals of the 
great, frozen and once unknown North— 
now pretty well explored by the natural
ist, the writer, and the movie director. 
The animal up there no longer lives by 
his lone. 

BIOGRAPHY 
JOURNAL OF GEORGE FOX <THB). Prepared 

and Edited by- Norman Penney, F.S.A. E. P. 
Dutton & Co., New York. $2. 

To the study of the religious instinct 
in man few works are of greater value 
than the journal of George Fox, the first 
Quaker, of which a carefully revised and 
judiciously abridged edition has now 
been published for the tercentenary cele
bration of his birth. This intensely hu
man document is interesting both on ac
count of the light it sheds on a very re
markable character and on account of its 
vivid portrayal of what men used to 
suffer for any deviation, however inno
cent, from the religious tenets having 
official and popular sanction. 

HISTORY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY 
COBB OF "THE WORLD." Compiled by John L. 

Heaton. B. P. Dutton & Co., New York. $10. 

After a biographical sketch of Frank 
I. Cobb, the book is composed of his 
editorial articles from the "World." Mr. 

Cobb was a vigorous writer; he made 
the editorial page of his paper widely 
admired, and he made the hearts of old-
fashioned Democrats to glow. He was a 
good partisan, who sincerely believed 
that virtue is more certainly inherent in 
a Democrat than in a Republican. The 
latter word was, for him, next to a syno
nym for corruptionist. Open the book 
at random, and you may find sentences 
like this: "The fact of the matter is that 
the Republicans manufactured a crooked 
and fraudulent issue by their partisan 
attacks on the President's foreign policy, 
and Roosevelt promptly stole the issue." 

There you have it. Smashing attack; 
"crooked" and "fraudulent" are. the 
Republicans—they must be so, because 
they oppose a Democratic President 
(Wilson) whose foreign policy was nec
essarily celestial, just as the ace up Mr. 
Gladstone's sleeve was always put there 
by the Trinity. And this refers to a 
President whose foreign policy got 
grudging and divided support from his 
own party, and sometimes no support at 
all, but opposition. And Roosevelt did 
not adopt the Republican policy; he 
"stole" it. (Actually, he was far ahead 
of them in opposing Mr. Wilson's foreign 
policy.) Mr. Heaton says that Mr. 
Cobb probably thought far better of Mr. 
Roosevelt than Mr. Roosevelt did of Mr. 
Cobb. This is probably true; perhaps 
both of them were right. 

Mr, Cobb was a latter-day modifica
tion of the old school of editors—not so 
vituperative as Watterson among the 
Democrats and Greeley of the Republi
cans, but he conducted a newspaper 
which is usually eminently fair in its 
news columns, and bitterly partisan on 
its editorial page. His ability as an 
editor was most pleasing to his fellow-
partisans. 
OUTLINE OP MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT (AN). 

By Chester C. Maxey. Doubleday, Page & Co., 
• New York. $3. 

The chief problems of city govern
ment clearly stated, with references to 
further readings; and stud^'. 
THESE EVENTFUL YEARS: THE TWENTIETH 

CENTURY IN THE MAKING. As Told by 
Many of Its Makers. 2 vols. The Encyclo-
psedia Britannica Company, New York. 
$11.50. 

These two volumes of more than 1,400 
pages together, counting inserted illustra
tions, aim at giving a complete political, 
social, economic, and cultural history of 
our new century up to date. While pre
pared and issued by the Britannica Com
pany, they have nothing in common with 
the encyclopsedia and do not aspire to 
the character of such,a work. They are 
meant for reading rather than for mere 
reference, and the subject-matter within 
their scope is treated accordingly. The 
names of the eighty-four authors repre-

Tke Outlook for 

sent recognized expert knowledge in the 
fields covered, respectively, by each one 
of them. Every shade of opinion is rep
resented, and, on the whole, the work 
seems strictly impartial in its tone. Some 
of the articles, particularly in the cul
tural part of the volumes, are of high 
value and interest, while all but a very 
few of them must be held useful and well 
presented. The chief criticism provoked 
by the work in its entirety is that too 
much of the emphasis has been laid on 
political and military events, and more 
particularly on the war. One must also 
question the fairness as well as wisdom 
of selecting such men as General Luden-
dorff and Grand-Admiral von Tirpitz to 
present the German side of the war his
tory. The inclusion of outpourings like 
theirs in a work of this kind can only 
serve to place difficulties in the way of 
the real peace for which all right-thinking 
men and women are hoping at the pres
ent moment. 

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM 
SOME CONTEMPORARY AMERICANS: THE 

PERSONAL EQUATION IN LITERATURE. 
By Percy H. Boynton. The University of Chi
cago Press, Chicago. $2. 

With both truth and wit Mr. Boynton 
considers E. A. Robinson, Robert Frost, 
Carl Sandburg, Amy Lowell, Theodore 
Dreiser, other writers, and other topics 
pertinent to an understanding of current 
American literature. He contrives to be 
penetrating and amusing without adopt
ing the Donnybrook-Mencken method 
of hitting every head in sight; and to 
have thoughts of his own without follow
ing the easy plan of disagreeing always 
with the majority, without regard to 
right or wrong. Of Van Wyck Brooks's 
much-touted book on Mark Twain he 
truthfully says: "It is a mode of think
ing that feeds on dissent, woos para
doxes, delights in hidden meanings, and 
espouses new theories on sight." 

Mr. Boynton, in a small book, not 
only gives the facts about ten or a dozen 
important viriters, but makes illuminat
ing comment upon them. 

UNDER DISPlfTE. By Agnes Repplier. Houghton 
MifHin Company, Boston. $2. 

Perhaps the finest of the twelve essays. 
in this little book is "The Masterful 
Puritan." It is sententious, witty, satiric, 
without a sneer; it strikes at the heart 
of the subject; it says much in little. 
The praise of the exercise of intolerance 
as a means of amusement is highly en
tertaining and convincing. The essay 
"Allies" is a penetrating study of inter
national psychology. "Strayed Sym
pathies" is prefaced by a quotation from 
Stevenson and was evidently inspired by 
him; unfortunately, it provokes the won-̂  
der what R. L. S. would have done with 
the theme, and one decides he would 
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